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Swami was talking about his student’s processes 
 
 
Swami:  Cindy, is it going well?  
 
Cindy:  It's going well Swami. They have all their messages and hints. 
 
Swami:  And Martin and Chinello third post advice, is it going well? 
 
Cindy:  It's going well and they have all the things that they need, 
everything that's required. 
 
Swami:  Perfect. So Martin and Chinello, you guys are ready huh? 
 
Chinello and Martin:  Yes. 
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Swami:  Cool. Experiences matter of fifteen, twenty minutes… 
information, unbelievable knowledge already I given it. You have no 
idea how much they been under patience. (Chinello’s Group) Keep 
running it.  
 
Swami: Cindy, how much I donated to the Charity, all the front 
pages in the news?  
 
Cindy:  Yes, it was one lakh, crore (lakh is 100,000  x a crore, which is 
10 million rupees) 
 
Swami:  It means? 
 
Cindy:  It means into the billions of dollars.  
  
Swami:  Not joking. You saw in all the newspapers? 
 
Cindy:  Yes, front page, it was the first thing in the headlines. 
 
Swami:  I'm not working for the money here. I'm working for the 
human moral values. And this guys they really got the… still tiny bit 
they're waiting. How many hints I given to you, and Gary? I 
prepared how many sticks?  
 
Cindy:  I would say gave at least twenty hints and you prepared forty 
sticks  
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Swami:  Ready to beat them, that guys… clear instructions I given it, 
very, very, very clearly I given it. Right now in the globe it's required 
whatever it is, Maha Lakshmi and the knowledge is very powerful… 
that's only Shiva can provide - Truth is a truth.  
Step by step I keep traveling, traveling, doing it… offering amazing 
things to each person. You have no idea. It will come out… said, 
“Whatever I want to do it.” I'm doing my maximum best. Years, 
years, years, years, years with these senior students I'm spending the 
time - they cannot recognizing it… with the evidence, how many 
evidence I showed it?  
One side I'm running with Navya and Shilpa, this, that, okay Maha 
Maya…  one side I'm going different side, this angle until to hit it.  
Steve you know the well very well?  
 
Steven:  Yes guruji.  
 
Swami: Is it a joke?  
 
Steven:  No it's not a joke.  
 
Swami: It's perfect?  
 
Steven:  Very perfect.  
 
Swami: Every person I given the homework…they keep triggering it. 
This is not the time for the unnecessarily to discuss. Why you guys 
misunderstanding? Thomas, we went last night…where we went?  
 
Thomas: Puttaparti.  
 
Swami: To what purpose?  
 
Thomas: To meet one of your childhood friends.  
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Swami: What time?  
 
Thomas: 11 p.m.  
 
Swami: 10:45 pm…actually I admire the old people but I criticize the 
old people… Who came, and what their demand was? Who was my 
neighbor they came? 
  
Thomas: Trust members from Puttaparti came. 
 
Swami: Truth is truth…cross your heart on your mother? 
 
Thomas: Yes, Swami. 
  
Swami:  How many hours they spended? 
  
Thomas: At least two, three hours.  
 
Swami: Three hours, forty minutes almost…always I'm watching the 
watch…watching the watch, hun-ummm. I do respect the great 
works, whatever this disciple whatever he did it. No problem. To the 
humanity unbelievable job he did it but at the same time, I need to 
think… But one angle I won't accept - he's the Avatar of Shirdi Baba. 
Giving his vibhutti whatever it is, Shiva lingams, right, thanks. Only 
here the charity works, I really admire how amazingly he done it in 
this drought place. Thomas is there really whatever we discussed it?  
 
Thomas: Yes.  
 
Swami: How much my pain I expressed it?  
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Thomas: It was deep Swami, deep.  
 
Swami: Romance - leave it. Your habits - leave it. But helping nature 
and knowledge - that's most important and healing amazing things 
and creativity things… right now completely I concentrated bringing 
the reality, Satya, out through the Maha Maya.  
Then Martin, I know how to do. Actually, Chinello he said, "Swami, 
on the Martin he deserve AK-47 at a one stretch.” He's okay, bald 
head man, anyhow Gundhild likes that bald head, I forgive it… 
because of, Nadira also like it bald head of the Chinello. To be honest, 
entire their group with the patience, doing the maximum pushing… 
You have no idea how many people is working gently. Different 
people is Womb Chakra, different people doing that, different people 
that…let it go.  Simone and Constanze, bring the conch.  
(They went upstairs and brought down the conch.)   
 
Swami: Now you're hearing it, huh? 
 
Simone:  Very clearly, thanks. 
 
Swami:  What happened with that? Give your experience. They will 
understand I hope. 
 
Simone:  So the night that we watched the movie, and you asked 
them to bring the conch, we could listen to the sound. It was really 
very clear, not like a wind and ocean, it was like the whole cosmos in 
this shell, and later on when I was in my room I listened to it again. It 
was so amazing. It was really like hearing the whole cosmos again. 
And yesterday evening it was already quite late, so I listened again 
before going to sleep, and then there was no noise anymore, and I 
was really like, "Oh my God what happened?" It was total silence. So 
I really was very, very concerned and sent a message to Swami, "I 
don't know what happened but all of sudden silence!"  
 
Swami:  Now you can hear it? 
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Simone:  Very clearly… and I have to say I was really so concerned 
and worried what is going on. And I called Peggy because she also 
heard it during the movie, and I called her this morning, "Peggy 
listen to it." And she confirmed. 
 
Swami: I think they're psychiatric isn't it? Either I'm psychiatric 
patient or they're psychiatric patient… Riya is definitely psychiatric 
patient. Without her make-up she won't come out. She completely 
got confused in her life, "What's going on? What is this lila?"  
Martin, Chinello, and Nadira, three people you can hear the sound 
from the conch. Hey, what kind of sound it tells? From that sound it 
triggers? (Martin listens) It's okay, you no need to tell, you know the 
sound?  
 
Martin: Yes.  
 
Swami: You got it? 
  
Chinello: I got it.  
 
Swami: Clear?  
 
Nadira: Yes, clear.  
 
Swami: Okay, one more time you check. I'm also lawyer, Nadira just 
give your application… you no need application, in the Divine Court 
you can give the divorce to him. Clear?  
 
Chinello: Very clear. Yes.  
 
Swami: Okay, anyhow, Gundhild is also worrying, "Why can't I 
listen, he's pushing me out." Okay, come you can hear it. I'm reading 
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her eyes, not her mind. Give to her. They're done whatever they 
done.  Listen madam…clear?  
 
Gundhild:  Yes.  
 
Swami:  You sure?  
 
Gundhild: Yes.  
 
Swami: You four guys is clear?  
 
Students: Yes.  
 
Swami: Simone you clear?  
 
Simone: Yes.  
 
Swami: Okay Peggy, you can also hear it what it tells it. You also 
touched it.   
 
Peggy: Very clear.  
 
Swami: Cross your heart, Peggy. You're like my big mother.  
 
Peggy: I cross my heart Swami.  
 
Swami: It's clear?  
 
Peggy: Very clear.  
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Swami: Good. Simone wrote a letter and sended a card. I got panic, 
"Oh my God." Panic means, I'm a part of one or that, "Why? What's 
happening?"  "Swami, this is, this is, this is, this…" she wrote it, she 
sended her card. No sound, stop. What's going on? You can take it as 
your property. Sun comes and it goes…comes and it goes. Healings 
comes and it goes… but somebody cannot stop to putting on 
makeup. But they want to heal their kid one hundred percent but not 
following it. Whatever they have the patience here and there, 
whatever that is, that type of characters how come I can trust? It's 
okay, I'm teasing... I know how to, when I need to take care… step-
by-step I'm going…truth is truth.  
Even just in this diet coke, small little champagne, whatever it is, 
relaxation, they fix it, "Guruji, you need to relax." Whoever it is 
somebody, “You're getting more tired...go…” Baba also he took the 
chillums, whatever, used it. And nira (like soma) whatever it is…but 
knowledge never dies… Satya never will die - that I'm working on it. 
Martin you need a tiger balm? You really need a tiger balm. 
  
Martin:  If you say so.  
 
Swami: I tolded you, I asked you, “Red scarf lady?” Why I touch the 
lion every time when I'm going upstairs? No need to be sitting there 
in front of the homa… Did I ask you? What is your answer?  
 
Elisabeth H: To give a greeting to Mother Divine.  
  
Swami: Since years you keep observing every time I'm going up, 
simply I touch the lion and I go. You keep observing since years? 
  
Elizabeth: Yes.  
 
Swami: Why? I think Constanze needs to give the mind surgery to 
me.  Constanza you want to give brain surgery to me?  
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Constanza: No way, no, no way… what do you mean?  
 
Swami: She want to come to honeymoon with me, yeah, in front of 
lot of people. It's true. "Okay, ready, let's go… Keep running, 
running, running, and teaching the knowledge." Of course, good 
friend and good student, and great soul, amazing helping here and 
there and taking care of me - dedicated character. Every person is 
dedicated, I know that, I'm not ignoring, we're all one family. Shiva 
Shakti energy, once if you make it mix it, that I'll give in the climax 
stage then you'll do whatever you want to do. Then I'll do what I 
want to do it. One angle, science is ok. Again, I keep… don’t think 
I’m putting same recording cassette... 
Swami to Rama: You didn’t shave it, I told you to shave it. I know 
your whole story, the bulb need to get out, there is no electricity what 
you can do? Nothing, leave it. Why I keep changing the subjects here 
and there, it is a kind of a movie, hitting here, targeting here, again 
coming there, hitting there, but somewhere information is there. 
Buddha, you are a doctor, hmm? 
 
Buddha:  Yes. 
 
Swami:  What type of doctor? 
 
Buddha:  Neurology. 
 
Swami:  What type of neurology? 
 
Buddha:  Treating brain strokes, nervous system diseases, like that. 
 
Swami:  Without any scissor, can you heal a person, without any 
needle? 
 
Buddha:  Yes, sometimes. 
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Swami:  Say again. 
 
Buddha:  Sometimes it’s possible, yes. 
 
Swami:  Is it possible right now? 
 
Buddha:  What person? 
 
Swami:  Who ever I used it - phat… are you going to heal it, the 
nervous systems? 
 
Buddha:  It really depends on the disease Swami. 
 
Swami:  What? 
 
Buddha:  It depends on the disease. 
 
Swami:  Disease, it is easy. 
 
Buddha:  For you it is easy. 
 
Swami:  Learn it. 
 
Buddha:  Yes, Swami. 
 
Swami: Disease, disease, disease, disease… heart-brokens, heart-
brokens, heart-brokens… relationship problems, relationship 
problems, inner blocks, inner blocks - you cannot get rid of that, 
whole rest of your life, non-stop running, non-stop running, running, 
running, running, running… How many countries, how many 
people, what I observed… In Hong Kong it’s a kind of King Kong. 
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They feel like kind of a King Kong, but they’re always monkeys. 
Hong Kong people are always monkeys... I’m openly declaring it. 
Certain characters, certain characters, they feel ‘great’… the earth 
element in the different places…  Brett is sitting all the way in the 
back and with the heartbroken.  Brett, you ok? 
 
Brett:  Yes, Swami. 
 
Swami:  Hey, tell the truth. 
 
Brett:  Yes, I’m fine. 
 
Swami:  You ok? 
 
Brett:  Yes. 
 
Swami:  You got out of the heartbroken? 
 
Brett:  Sure. 
 
Swami:  Sure, it means not yet! He’s in love with whatever it is… 
maximum best I tried. You want the Chinese girl or German girl?  
You’re good on the website. 
 
Brett:  I’m sorry, Swami, I didn’t hear what you just said. 
 
Swami:  Hun, I have a little ear problem but Buddha can heal me, 
don’t worry. Tell me, strong, China, Germany or Russia, which one? 
I’ll already want to figure out about Japan. 
 
Brett:  I don’t want anything Swami. 
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Swami:  Huh? 
 
Brett:  I’m done. 
 
Swami:  You’re done? 
 
Brett:  I’m done. 
 
Swami:  Oh, you completed four characters, so, you are in Vairagya? 
 
Brett:  Well, the fast track, yes. 
 
Swami:  Hun? 
 
Brett:  Fast track to Vairagya. 
 
Swami:  Fast track of…? 
 
Brett:  The fast track to Vairagya. 
 
Swami:  No, I want to give Viagra to you!  Many women likes the 
bald head people…it’s my bad karma I have the hairs. They don’t 
like, they’re a little scared… Unbelievably, I tried my maximum best 
to him to bring out, one angle this, one angle that, one angle this, one 
angle that, but he’s a great good friend, and a great, like a big brother, 
whatever it is…you have no idea how much I spended the time and 
how much I traveled for him only! If I’m really avadhut and 
powerfully, if I really take a stick... Cindy, he deserve a stick isn’t it? 
You have also kids and you’re a grandma? 
 
Cyndria:  Yes. 
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Swami:  He deserve a stick or not? Of course Jonathan already I’ve 
broken the teeths, it’s ok… I don’t need a stick but I gave a treatment. 
 
Cyndria:  You spent a lot of time working on Brett’s case and you 
have traveled many places to help him out, but I can’t judge whether 
or not you need a stick. 
 
Swami:  Unbelievable running, running, running, running and taking 
care. If I care, I really… I will be there. Even pin to pin, even 
Narayanama and Das, that love is that power. But at the same time, it 
is a kind of also, it creates unnecessarily headaches in your life, 
nuisance. We’ll wait and see once the Gary give the thumbs-up. 
They’re working whatever it is, final trigger I’ve given it. They’re 
very close… Chinello, you’re ready your side? 
 
Chinello:  Yes. 
 
Swami:  So, remaining people, also, they’re all different angles, 
they’re ready… I am also different angles, ready… homas is running, 
leave it. Knowledge, experiences, it’s not a big deal. Knowledge, 
already I’ve given it. Experiences, it’s not a big deal. Let the bring… 
Once they give thumbs-up, we’ll see… That same sound, once it 
started, it means they’re almost all ready. I hope you understand.  
 
Chinello:  Yes, Swami. 
 
Swami:  You understand Martin? That type of sound has started, that 
signals, it means you need to be guys ready, then movie will start. 
 
Chinello:  We’re ready. 
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Swami:  I don’t know how you are going to take care that. You really 
can hear that type of sound anywhere in the conch like that?  She’s a 
big traveler. You can really hear that type of sound? 
 
Simone:  There are sounds in conches, but this sound you can’t 
compare. 
 
Swami:  But still, she did not get the book yet. She cannot able to 
convince me yet and I put her northeast garden, whatever it is, and 
she’s meditating, and some group is all sitting, and I went her very 
close hm-hmm, near her face to face, and a lot of people is sitting 
there and she is snoring! 
 
Simone:  No, I was not! 
 
Swami:  Hey guys, how many people is there? Raise up the hands!  
Hello! 
 
Simone:  Nobody’s here! 
 
Swami:  No, there is whole Hamsburg Group and I took the picture, 
with evidence and I recorded it, her snoring! I know, even if she lied 
it. Am I took the picture? 
 
Student:  You took the picture. 
 
Swami:  And also I recorded it, her snoring. Evidence is evidence. 
Right now whatever they’re doing it, A to Zed, they’re recording it. 
Constanza, they’re recording it? 
 
Constanza:  Yes. 
 
Swami:  With video? 
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Constanza:  Yes, absolute. 
 
Swami:  No way to escape. Simple thing today I can tell. Just 
anyhow, it’s a big test whatever it is, let the Maha Maya simply 
calming down, and once that guys give the thumbs-up, we’re ready. 
Everybody should be ready…anytime it might be…then the 
heartbroken people, whatever it is, I know how to do that, remaining 
things we’ll figure out. First we’ll see… certain steps already we done 
it. This is one of the major. Brett thinking, "Without me, I’m in 
banking, in software, all Swami’s information I know it, how, 
whatever it is, he help in the universe?" I didn’t help, Guruparampara 
helped. Who am I? He’s going to be Vairagya…already I’m in 
Vairagya. But truth never ever will die. Who believed in the truth, 
they always will be succeed…certain things, if you cannot able to 
catch it, that is your ignorance, your laziness, simply laziness.  
The ocean waves, especially on the Full Moon times, it always want 
to catch the sky, but it keeps trying it, but it never catch the sky, then 
the sky ever touch the ocean and it gives a lot of water… You don’t 
know where is hidden the water in the sky…you don’t know where 
is hidden the water in the earth - we are between that. Figure out. 
Good luck.  
Have a nice night, and wait as much as you can… we’ll see. That only 
I can say. I don’t want to give a chance anymore. I’m following 
simply, gently, the principle of the Baba – patience, patience, patience 
then, later on I know what to do. Certain people know it, you know it 
Chinello, isn’t it?  You know it?  
 
Chinello:  Yes. 
 
Swami:  Finally I said it, ok, in the worst case… I know finally how to 
use it.  
 
Chinello:  Yes. 
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Swami:  Keep… She’s playing, playing, playing, playing, playing, 
playing…we are one family, no religion. Sorry, if I criticized to the 
Hong Kong people, and Japanese, and especially Lucia, she have a lot 
of connection to the Japan, whatever it might be. Waiting… Kala 
Chakra…different people is doing different, different things, 
different, different angle whatever it is. I don’t know how you going 
to convince to the Guruparamparas as a group… entire… without 
touching the cow, you can create the ghee.  
Good luck…can you start singing. 
 

End of Talk 
 


